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MATHEMATICALL METHODSs FOR ECONOMICS-II 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the nord limit as practicable. 
All symbols are of usual significance. 

1. Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 

(a) Give two examples of convex set in Economic analysis. 

uAe ITTTBAI 3JR RI Convex set-ga GIZII 7II 

(b) What do you mean by "Mixed Strategy" in game theory? 

(c) What are the assumptions required to convert a "Leontief Static Open Model" to 
a 'Closed Model? 

f TTAA A FG "Leontief Static Open Model"- Closed Model-9 

(d) Show that the following function is homothetic. 

y= loglrs +) 
(e) Explain the concept of constant-sum-game. 

(t) Mention two main differences in between "basic feasible solution" and "feasible 
solution" in linear programming problem. 

dy (g) Solve the equation +2y=6, with initial condition y(0) = 10. 
dt 

dy 
e * (0) =10 i+2y=6 7âratda 7RINT T 

di 
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(h) What kind of time path is represented by y, = 2( +9. 

20 Answer any four questions from the folowing:

(a) Let the monopolist face the demand function q = AP. under what condition the 

monopolist will decide to increase the Price (P) in order to inerease revenue 

f4P3 (revenue) TYITAT TT) T (P) aTGTATA a 

6) Given the following demand and supply functions find the inter-temporal 
equilibrium price and determine whether the equilibrium is stable. 

a-Bp, (a, B>0) 

27+0p, (7<0, 8 >0) 

=a-Bp, (a. B > 0) 

=Y+op,- (7<0, 8 >0) 

(c) Take = 200+ (250-200(G), what is the value of p? Compute v. Ys, V, to 
I4 

satisty yourself that y, is falling from initial level of 250 towards the equilibrium 

level of 200. 

1 , = 200 (250-200) 6 9? ATA E RA9 

(d) Solve the following game by using "Dominance Principle": 

B B: B: B B 
4 9 . 

6 

8 

44 
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3t2 (e) Given the input-coefficient matrix of an input output model and the final 

0.3 0.2 50 consumption demand vector 0.2 0.2 & C . Find the optimal 

output level of two goods. Suppose that 0.2 and 0.1 are labour coefficients of two 

good respectively. If L = 100 will there be unemployment in the economy? 

0.3 0.2 
A0.2 0.2 cso 

(f) Graphically solve the following near programming problem: 

CabGa a TRIC AEA "Linear programm" 7tiDA 7AIT 3S1 

Maximize =6x, +7x2 

Subject to 2x +3x2 S12 LIBRARY 

2x +X Ss8 

X, 20 iesws 

3. Answer any two questions from the following: 10x2 20 

(a) Solve the following Linear Programming Problem with the help of the Simplex T0 

Method: 

Minimize =4r+8y+ 2m 

Subject to x+2y4 4m 24 

-X-y+ 2m -6 

where , Y, m20 

(b) Set up a Leontief Static Open Input-Output Model and show how prices are 10 
solved in such model. 

(c) Suppose the market demand and supply function are 10 

ea-BP (a, B>0) 
and , =-7+ ÖP (7, S>0) 

The price adjustment is inversely proportional to the inventory accumulated such 

that P.= P -olQ, -Q) (o> 0). 
Interpret the time path of price in detail. 
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PeP-o(, -Qa) (o> 0), RICA TA TET TI 
(d) Consider the following game (Player 1 's payouts in bolds): 2+2+6 

HF OTADrE CATTATY1-9 payouts 3t bold 

Player 2 

Left Middle Right 

2. 
Middle 0. 4 2. 1 3.0 

-1,1 4, 3 0. 2 

Player I Up 1. 2 3. 5 

Down 

() Does either player have a dominant strategy? -Explain. 

RICYA "dominant" tdTS T? - 3JRCI 

(i) Does either player have a dominated strategy?- Explain. 

CRTiT3TICYS "dominated" iDr AT?-31 FA 
(i) Solve the equilibrium for this game. 

N.B. : Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail /Whatsapp to 
their own respective colleges on the same dur / date of examination within I hour ufter end 
of exam. Universityr/ College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong stubmission 
(at in proper aldress). Studenls are stronglr advised not to submit muliple copies of the 

Same answer script. 
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